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① Scan and repair broken or damaged system files on your computer. ② Provide tools for system clean and efficient. ③ Tweak and adjust PC
performance to suit your needs. ④ Enhance the display quality of your PC. ⑤ It enables you to view and adjust the different settings of your computer in
a simple way. ⑥ Provide solutions for all the most common computer problems. ⑦ You can easily see all the information about your computer,
including information about your hard drive, system, processor and even your mouse and keyboard. ⑧ Clean and organize your registry to avoid system
crashes and errors. ⑨ It has the ability to compare files and show you if they are the same or different in content and size. ⑩ Make backup copies of
your PC without any fear. ⑪ You can choose to search and remove junk files, including temporary files and recycle bin, to increase your system
performance. ⑫ Provides an efficient Windows 7 Manager to help you get the most out of your computer. Features: ① Quick and easy to use! ② Easy to
customize your PC performance with just 1 click. ③ Optimize your computer performance by scanning and repairing of missing or damaged system
files. ④ Add/Remove programs, Start menu, and desktop shortcuts without restarting your system. ⑤ 100% Free and safe! ⑥ Its features include: (1)
Scan and repair broken or damaged system files (2) Provide tools for system clean and efficient (3) Tweak and adjust PC performance to suit your
needs (4) Enhance the display quality of your PC (5) It enables you to view and adjust the different settings of your computer in a simple way (6)
Provide solutions for all the most common computer problems (7) It has the ability to compare files and show you if they are the same or different in
content and size (8) Clean and organize your registry to avoid system crashes and errors (9) It has the ability to compare files and show you if they are
the same or different in content and size (10) Make backup copies of your PC without any fear (11) It helps you to optimize and maintain your system
by scanning and repairing of damaged system files (12) It enables you to view and adjust the different settings of your computer in
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Utibin Utilities 2011 is a complete utility that will help you improve your PC performance and security. For novice users Utibin has one click feature to
perform tasks. It is easy, fast, reliable and just need to do 1-Click. Your registry becomes cleaner and your system is fine-tuned to superb performance.
System Cleaner is designed to search and remove unnecessary data normally located in cache, cookies and temp folders of various applications in your
system.If you want to find out duplicate files on your system, Utibin provides you solution for it. You can apply different types of file matching
algorithms such as MD5 and SHA1 to uncover all duplicate files in any location on your PC. UtiBin Utilities 2011 is a complete utility that will help you
improve your PC performance and security. For novice users Utibin has one click feature to perform tasks. It is easy, fast, reliable and just need to do
1-Click. Your registry becomes cleaner and your system is fine-tuned to superb performance. View the amazing charts for your system's CPU Usage
and Memory Top 20 Usage Information, Operating System and Hard Drive Information. As an advanced user, you can tune and customize the benefits
of tweak for your PC. UtiBin file compare tool can analyze files in every single bit of data and match them to prove whether they are same or not.
UtiBin Utilities 2011 is a complete utility that will help you improve your PC performance and security. For novice users Utibin has one click feature to
perform tasks. It is easy, fast, reliable and just need to do 1-Click. Your registry becomes cleaner and your system is fine-tuned to superb performance.
System Cleaner is designed to search and remove unnecessary data normally located in cache, cookies and temp folders of various applications in your
system.If you want to find out duplicate files on your system, Utibin provides you solution for it. You can apply different types of file matching
algorithms such as MD5 and SHA1 to uncover all duplicate files in any location on your PC. KEYMACRO Description: Utibin Utilities 2011 is a
complete utility that will help you improve your PC performance and security. For novice users Utibin has one click feature to perform tasks. It is easy,
fast, reliable and just need to do 1-Click. Your registry becomes cleaner and your system is fine-tuned to superb performance. Uti 1d6a3396d6
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ColorTree is a color organizing tool which can easily help you to sort out your life and reduce your stress. ColorTree make your life more colorful.
When you organize your color with ColorTree, you will be able to use it more effectively. You don't need to keep clicking and sorting forever. You can
use ColorTree to build a life full of color. Freely duplicate any folder with just one click. Keep any folder completely safe and secure from others with
all the advanced features. Duplicate files free just with one click! Freely and safely duplicate any folder with just one click with Duplicate files free. It
will help you to save your time and the copied folders will be completely safe and secure. With Freely Duplicate files, you will be able to keep your files
safe and secure. Safely duplicate your files on any drive with all the advanced features. You can keep your important files completely safe and secure on
any drive with the help of Freely Duplicate files. As an advanced user, you can try different options like custom date or time, folder size or compare
files. Consolidate all the similar files. All the files in your computer which have the same name, extension or path are named identically. Consolidate all
the similar files easily in just one click. Consolidate all the similar files easily in just one click with Consolidate all the similar files. It will help you to
save your time and the copied folders will be completely safe and secure. Manage your files in smart ways. Easily keep any file or folder completely safe
and secure with all the advanced features. Manage files in smart ways with the help of Freely Duplicate files. You can keep any file or folder completely
safe and secure on any drive with the help of Freely Duplicate files. As an advanced user, you can try different options like custom date or time, folder
size or compare files. Backing up files and folders has never been easier. Save the important files and folders on any drive. Save the important files and
folders on any drive with the help of Freely Duplicate files. Freely Duplicate files is a safe utility that will help you to backup any files and folders.
Recover corrupt or damaged image files. Freely duplicate any image or folder without any corruption or damage. Recover corrupt or damaged image
files with the help of Freely Duplicate files. Freely Duplicate files is a safe utility that will help you to recover corrupt

What's New in the UtiBin Utilities 2011?

UtiBin Utilities 2011 is a complete utility that will help you improve your PC performance and security. For novice users UtiBin has one click feature to
perform tasks. It is easy, fast, reliable and just need to do 1-Click. Your registry becomes cleaner and your system is fine-tuned to superb
performance.For advanced users UtiBin let them choose to perform what they want. Registry Scanner focus on accuracy to search corrupted data in
registry and fix them safely. Compact Registry will optimize the registry by removing redundant or wasted space. It will speed up the registry access
time and greatly improve your window performance.System Cleaner is designed to search and remove unnecessary data normally located in cache,
cookies and temp folders of various applications in your system.If you want to find out duplicate files on your system, UtiBin provides you solution for
it. You can apply different types of file matching algorithms such as MD5 and SHA1 to uncover all duplicate files in any location on your PC.View the
amazing charts for your system's CPU Usage and Memory Top 20 Usage Information, Operating System and Hard Drive Information. As an advanced
user, you can tune and customize the benefits of tweak for your PC. UtiBin file compare tool can analyze files in every single bit of data and match
them to prove whether they are same or not. UtiBin Utilities 2011 is a complete utility that will help you improve your PC performance and security.
For novice users Utibin has one click feature to perform tasks. It is easy, fast, reliable and just need to do 1-Click. Your registry becomes cleaner and
your system is fine-tuned to superb performance.For advanced users UtiBin let them choose to perform what they want. Registry Scanner focus on
accuracy to search corrupted data in registry and fix them safely. Compact Registry will optimize the registry by removing redundant or wasted space. It
will speed up the registry access time and greatly improve your window performance.System Cleaner is designed to search and remove unnecessary data
normally located in cache, cookies and temp folders of various applications in your system.If you want to find out duplicate files on your system, UtiBin
provides you solution for it. You can apply different types of file matching algorithms such as MD5 and SHA1 to uncover all duplicate files in any
location on your PC.View the amazing charts for your system's CPU Usage and Memory Top 20 Usage Information, Operating System and Hard Drive
Information. As an advanced user, you can tune and customize the benefits of tweak for your PC. UtiBin file compare tool can analyze files in every
single bit of data and match them to prove whether they are same or not. Type of file utility: PC Speed-up Utilities Size: 9 M View the amazing charts
for your system's CPU Usage and Memory Top 20 Usage Information, Operating System and Hard Drive Information. As an advanced user
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System Requirements For UtiBin Utilities 2011:

Supported: Windows 7 Mac OS X 10.10 (El Capitan) Linux/Ubuntu 15.10 or above Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo, AMD Athlon Memory: 2 GB Video:
NVIDIA GeForce GTX 560/AMD Radeon HD 6870 Minimum: Mac OS X 10.9 Linux/Ubuntu 15.04 or above Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo Video:
NVIDIA GeForce GTX 460/AMD Radeon HD
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